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merely one of stress. Is McDougall, then, correct in his view
that the primary emotions are just the instincts viewed from
another standpoint? On this point perhaps his most able
critic is Dr James Drever. We need not here enter into the
whole argument, which is based partly on what is known about
the bodily accompaniments of emotion, Drever's conclusion,
however, is that emotion is not essential to the working of an
instinct, that it comes on the scene only when the instinctive
activity is baulked. We can, it is true, point to some of the
instincts we have discussed—to construction, for example—
and "ask what satisfactory emotional correlate can be found
for it. But Drever goes further: pointing to the instinct of
escape, he argues that the correlative fear is not always present.
Rivers, another eminent psychologist, has shown that one
response to the danger-situation is manipulative activity, that
in a situation of extreme danger we instinctively perform
wonderful actions with our hands, and indeed with our whole
bodies, which astonish ourselves as well as others. The cliff-
climber in peril will frequently do just the right thing to
extricate himself, and the cyclist in a traffic jam will often,
without thinking, do just what is needful. Rivers further
points out that, when this instinctive manipulative activity is
proceeding successfully, no emotion appears on the scene: fear
supervenes only when the activity ceases to be successful.
Now Drever maintains, along with Rivers, that this coincidence
of manipulative activity and absence of affect is a general law
which applies to all the instincts. Dr William Brown, too,
points out that McDougall tacitly admits this himself in the
case of at least one of his instincts; for the gregarious instinct
the corresponding emotion is ** feeling of loneliness," which is
dearly what one experiences when the instinct is not success-
fully working toward its goal. The law applies to innate and
acquired tendencies alike; thus in a difficult situation we get
flustered only when we do not know what to do or say.
'• Drever, however, admits that it is characteristic of the more
fundamental instincts that an emotional perturbation arises
with extreme facility, and even that it is normally involved in
the instinctive response. But he maintains stoutly, nevertheless,

